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50 Words for the Program
The purpose of this interactive presentation is to seek answers to the
following question: How do we live our holistic perspectives with
multilingual communities of learners? Problem-posing (to name/to
reflect/to act) will be the format; and participants will receive an
extended activity, which is theoretically grounded. Please bring a blank
journal. (49 words)

Presentation Rationale
The more, the better.
The sooner, the better
The faster, the better
The harder, the better
The louder, the better.
Often, it seems that ~this~ is what the public seems to
understand about language acquisition–turns out, it’s not true. If we
want children to speak English, and we do, we do not have to give
more, sooner, faster, harder, and louder. Because of this public
misunderstanding or disinformation, it is no wonder the public doesn’t
understand holistic practices in multilingual classrooms. Our goal is to
demonstrate in user-friendly ways how critically-grounded theory turns
into practice, as teachers and learners together negotiate their own
literacies and identities through holistic activities. Ultimately, we believe
that human relationships are at the heart of all we do in teaching and
learning (Cummins, 2001).
Literacy is communication. We often think of literacy as reading
and writing, yet seeing, listening, speaking, viewing, and visually
representing are integral components of these tasks. One must,
therefore acquire the ability to make connections, find similarities, and
create metaphors (Marshall, 2004) if one is to become literate. Through
developing language and literacies in multiple modes of
communication, including the arts, technology, visual, verbal, oral and
kinesthetic, students will broaden their abilities to think critically and to
effectively communicate with others. If the goal of a literate society is
the ability to negotiate meaning, then multiple ways of knowing expand
these possibilities. Examining parallel concepts and strategies that
exist between visual and verbal literacies can give students the
opportunity to develop multiple schema and critical thinking skills.
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Students are asked to decipher meanings from visual clues
every day and they are asked to process images at a very rapid rate.
As educators, we are responsible for developing literate individuals;
however, we know that our students come to the classroom with
diverse backgrounds, experiences and abilities. Through arts-based
literacy development in a culturally responsive curriculum, we can help
all earners to discover new ways of communication, of sharing ideas
and furthering literacies through multiple sign systems (reading, writing,
visual art, music, photography, etc.) using one’s own inquiry questions
as tools for learning (Harste, 2005). Holistic classroom practices that
address our students’ diverse perspectives, cultural lives, and ways of
meaning making are imperative in today’s multicultural, multi-lingual
world.
Educational Implications and Significance
It is hoped that the participants will come to understand the benefits of
bilingualism:
•Effective in fighting the negative mental decline in the aging
process
•Increases intelligence
•Stimulates creativity
•Promotes cognitive flexibility
•Fosters divergent thinking
•Facilitates high levels of mental-linguistic and mental-cultural
awareness
•Enables faster and more efficient learning of other languages
•Heightens sensitivity to feedback cues and general verbal
communication
In addition, the presenters hope to demonstrate multiple ways that
teachers can live holistically, passionately, and fearlessly IF they do not
limit their own power. Our goal is to inspire participants to own their own
power.
How The Information Will Be Shared
The presenters will follow a problem-posing format: first, we will name
and restate our over-riding question: How do we live our holistic
perspectives with multilingual communities of learners? Second, we will
reflect critically, as Joan establishes the theoretical framework. Third,
and primarily, we will demonstrate in multiple ways how two central
activities can be extended and adapted to multilingual communities and
different age groups. Ultimately the problem-posing model, not only
generates answers from the group, but it also provides a model for
participants to experience theory turning into classroom practice.
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Joan will demonstrate how to use the activities when students speak
languages other than English; Janet will focus on classrooms, which
primarily use English with highly diverse cultural and linguistic
backgrounds.
Presenter: Joan
The first activity is Autophotography, which is attached at the end of
this proposal. Copies will be given to the participants.
Presenter: Janet
The second activity is called a Visual Read-Aloud or VRA (Smilan and
Towell, 2006). In reading terminology, this is called a grand
conversation and in visual arts, this technique is referred to as a group
critique. The stimulus for the conversation is a painting or illustration
that is culturally relevant to the viewers of the artwork. For example, in
Arizona the setting could be a desert landscape or an Indian
reservation, using artwork by one of the local artists or children’s
authors/illustrators. The purpose of the activity is to enhance the
viewers’ comprehension of an image in a socio-cultural context through
creativity and imagination using multiple perspectives.
1. Ask the participants to transport themselves into the painting, in order
to answer the following questions:
If you were in this painting:
What do you see?
What do you smell?
What do you hear?
What do you feel (touch)?
2. Lead a group viewer response of the results, discussing how schema
(schemata) plays an important role in the comprehension process when
analyzing an image or a piece of text. Accept all interpretations,
emphasizing the negotiation of meaning that occurs during the learning
process.
3. Then ask each participant to enter the painting/illustration, choosing
a perspective from which to develop a monologue. (Compare this to
point of view in a narrative such as a fairy tale.) Working with a partner
or small group who is proposing an alternative vantage point, ask them
to develop a dialogue (oral or written) about what is happening in the
piece. The vantage point can also be from someone or something not
visually represented in the work.
4. Finally, ask for volunteers to read or role-play their dialogues with
each other. (A handout of these steps will be given to the participants.)
* Throughout the session, the presenter, who is not sharing at that
moment, will be maintaining a list of good ideas/activities, which are
generated during the process. All will be posted on
www.JoanWink.com after the presentation.
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Autophotography
Joan Wink, December 2007
This activity evolved 12 years ago with a group of teachers;
since that time, teachers in the Central Valley of CA extended the
process in multiple ways. The primary process is shared below, but we
encourage readers to adapt to fit their own context. The basic activity
can take a week, a month, or a semester.
This activity is particularly good to begin the first day or week of an
academic year.
Introduction: Students often believe that teachers "just don't
understand." List the differences between your life and the life of one
or two of your students. Do you understand their world? The following
activity is one way that teachers can attempt to understand each
student's life more fully.
First: Teacher and students privately write 20 words in 12 minutes,
which answer the question: Who am I?
This may be followed by small group sharing and eventually
whole group sharing, by those who choose to share.
Notice: at this level, we learn about the student, but we learn
very little about the context or her perspective of her world.
Second: Students are given disposable cameras and asked to take the
camera home on Monday and return on Friday; another group of
students take the cameras the following week. Students are
asked to take pictures of their world from their perspective.
Usually, this takes 3-4 weeks to rotate the cameras through a
class and create the accompanying classroom posters and
sharing. At the university level, often this takes less time, as so
many teacher educators have digital cameras.
Notice: in this activity we learn about the student's environment
and how the student sees the world. Allow adequate time for
sharing.
Third: In the classroom, students categorize photos according to any
cultural perspective; for example: family; work; play; etc.
Categories are created to fit the needs of the class.
Notice: We are creating the culture of the classroom based on
the students and their background.
Fourth: Students select pictures, generate an outline for a narration of
their own autobiography/autophotography. For example, each
photo can represent a chapter, a paragraph, a sentence. At the
university level, this part of the process can be incorporated into
existing portfolio requirements of a class or of the state.
Notice: Students need to plan carefully.
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Fifth: Each student finishes a self-published story of their life and world
or their portfolio, which includes written and artistic
representations of his life and his worldview.
jwink(autophotography)December 2007
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Easy steps;
They gotta know the road is there first.
How to get to a multilingual perspective with teacher education
candidates and teachers in the trenches.
Respect their load.
No child first.
Lift their load.
With knowledge
Knowledge is power.
Leads to bilingual basics.
Share our complex knowledge
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The impact of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) is changing the nature of literary narratives for children
and the contexts in which they experience and respond to such
narratives outside of school contexts. However, in the main,
teachers do not feel confident or comfortable in the world of
digital multimedia. Children's literature can bridge this
intergenerational digital divide in the English classroom. This
paper introduces frameworks that may assist teachers in
negotiating curricular and pedagogic approaches with children
using digital resources for developing literary understanding and
literacy learning.
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